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The general approach of treating a statistical problem as one of information processing led to the
Bayesian method of moments, reference priors, minimal information likelihoods, and stochastic
complexity. These techniques rest on quantities that have physical interpretations from information
theory. Current work includes: the role of prediction, the emergence of data dependent priors, the
role of information measures in model selection, and the use of conditional mutual information to
incorporate partial information.
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1. Overview
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Conventional inference in statistics and econometrics roughly segregates into Bayes and
Frequentist schools of thought. The likelihoodist school was a conceptual bridge between
them. However, it had largely faded out by 1980, because, as a ‘‘minimalist’’ school, it
could not provide useful interpretations for interval estimators. There was no prior, so they
were not credibility sets. Notions of conﬁdence did not apply either: the intervals, although
deﬁned in terms of the likelihood, did not have a probabilistic interpretation.
Arguably, the information theoretic approach is the likelihood school redux:
information methods typically use a prior, but the prior has a physical interpretation.
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Interval estimators do not necessarily have an associated conﬁdence, but they do inherit a
conﬁdence like interpretation from the concept of codelength or complexity. Overall,
information methods ﬁt more comfortably in a Bayesian paradigm than in a frequentist
paradigm, but there are enough similarities and differences to please and annoy both sides.
The text by Burnham and Anderson (1998) is a compendium of information theoretic
techniques and applications from a model selection standpoint. The exposition of Bryant
and Cordero-Brana (2000) is similar, but from a parametric standpoint.
The central idea is that one wants to choose the model, or the parameter indexing the
model, that gives the shortest description length. A range of such values is obtained by
choosing the models, or their parameters, that give a codelength within, say,  of the
minimal value. This is a variant on the maximum likelihood estimator, but
the interpretation is different. Description length is commonly understood to mean the
number of zeros and ones required to express a message, here a sequence of outcomes.
Essentially, the optimal description length is given by the true likelihood, but that
principle, formalized by the entropy, can be generalized to more elaborate settings.
The minimization is important because a small description length usually corresponds to
more information; the outcomes it summarizes are more representative of the distribution.
To do this summarization properly, the sequences of zeros and ones that form words must
be elements of a fully speciﬁed language, or more formally, a codebook. Optimally, short
codewords correspond to high probability events or frequently occurring messages and
long codewords the opposite. Longer codelengths represent more information in an
inferential sense because one has observed an event which is relatively less likely. In fact,
codelengths characterize distributions.
This is particularly important for Bayesian models because the prior density can be
regarded as a data source. The messages correspond to parameter values. The conditional
density for the data given the parameter, or likelihood, represents the mechanism by which
the source is transmitted. Decoding the message sent from the message received is the same
as estimating a parameter.
To proceed, we list the main quantities that appear in information theoretic reasoning.
The entropy of a probability distribution P with density p with respect to a dominating
measure m is
Z
1
HðPÞ ¼ pðxÞ log
dmðxÞ.
(1)
pðxÞ

Au

Expression (1) generalizes to give the relative entropy: let Q be another probability
distribution with density q with respect to m. We write
Z
pðxÞ
dmðxÞ.
(2)
DðPkQÞ ¼ pðxÞ log
qðxÞ
The Shannon mutual information, SMI, between two random variables is the relative
entropy between their joint distribution and the product of their marginal distributions.
For X and Y with joint distribution PXY and marginals PX and PY with densities pXY , pX ,
pY , respectively (with respect to a bivariate dominating measure that we continue to denote
by m), the SMI is
IðX ; Y Þ ¼ DðPXY kPX  PY Þ,
where PX  PY is the joint probability formed from the product of marginals.

(3)
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An extension of this treats all the distributions as conditional on another variable, say
Z ¼ z. The conditional Shannon mutual information, CSMI, is
Z
pðx; yjzÞ
dmðx; yÞ
(4)
IðX ; Y jZ ¼ zÞ ¼ pðx; yjzÞ log
pðxjzÞpðyjzÞ

py

as a function of z, and on average
Z
IðX ; Y jZÞ ¼ IðX ; Y jZ ¼ zÞpZ ðzÞ dmðzÞ.

(5)
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The capacity is deﬁned by taking a supremum over the possible marginal distributions for
the ﬁrst entry of the SMI. We write
C ¼ sup IðX ; Y Þ,
pðÞ

(6)
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where pðÞ is a density for X and the conditional density pðyjxÞ is ﬁxed. One can perform
this operation on a CSMI as well, but that is beyond our present scope.
A more complicated construction is required to deﬁne a quantity called the rate
distortion function, RDF. The RDF is deﬁned by taking an inﬁmum over the conditional
density for the second entry of the SMI given the ﬁrst entry. The inﬁmum is over a speciﬁc
set of conditional distributions as deﬁned by a distortion function. We ﬁx the marginal for
X and consider conditional distributions for Y which we regard as a representative of a
region of X’s. Thus, ﬁx a distance d on vectors of outcomes X ¼ X n ¼ ðX 1 ; . . . ; X n Þ and
choose a set X^ n ðjÞ for j ¼ 1; . . . ; M of vectors of outcomes of length n. The X^ n ðjÞ’s will be
the values of Y: given an outcome X n ¼ xn ¼ ðx1 ; . . . ; xn Þ ¼ x we choose Y to be the X^ n ðjÞ
where j achieves minj dðX n ; X^ n ðjÞÞ.
We can do the discretization in many ways. The goal is to choose the smallest M—and
the corresponding codewords X^ n ðjÞ for j ¼ 1; . . . ; M—so that the distribution of the
codewords achieve
inf

^
fpðxjxÞ:EdðX
;X^ ÞpDg

IðX ; X^ Þ,

r's

RðDÞ ¼

(7)
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^ under which the average
where the minimization is over conditional densities pðxjxÞ
^ for which EdðX ; X^ ÞpD. Here, pðxÞ is ﬁxed
distortion is bounded by D, i.e., densities pðxjxÞ
and the conditional varies—the opposite of the capacity. As before, we can replace the
SMI with a CSMI. However, this is beyond our present scope.
In Section 2 we see that maximum entropy can be used as a ‘worst case’ principle for
ﬁnding a parametric family. Zellner’s Bayesian method of moments rests on this.
Shannon’s Source Coding Theorem shows that this corresponds to a code with the longest
average codelengths. In Section 3, we see how inference relates to data transmission which
rests on the SMI. Shannon’s channel coding theorem gives the optimal rate for
accumulating information. In Section 4, we accept that we cannot always transmit all
the information we want. Shannon’s rate distortion theorem characterizes an optimal
likelihood that pre-processes the data to isolate the most important information.
In Section 5.1, we review some recent results in stochastic complexity; the results in
Section 5.2 are new. In Section 6, we review some applications of the theory. In Section 7,
our new considerations suggest extensions: network information theory may apply when
data from several sources must be combined. This helps justify data-dependent priors
(DDPs).
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The entropy, (1), was originally intended for discrete variables. Let log be base 2 and let
X be a random variable assuming one of three values, a, b, and c with probabilities
conveniently chosen to be 12, 14, and 14. Our task is to identify an outcome of X by the answers
to a series of yes/no questions. The number of questions is the codelength and the answers
yes or no, or one and zero, are the alphabet.
We might ask: is X equal a? Half the time the answer is yes and we stop. Half the time
the answer is no and we go on to the second question: is X equal b? Given that we go on to
question 2, half the time the answer is yes and
is no. Overall, the
1half the0 time1the
 answer
3
expected number of questions is: ð1QÞ  2 þ ð2Q sÞ  2 ¼ 2. Unconditionally, one
fourth of the time we ask the second question and get
of
 the answer
1 yes while
1 one fourth
1
3
the time we go on and get no. Thus, the entropy is 2 log 2 þ 4 log 4 þ 4 log 4 ¼ 2. If we
started with ‘Is it c?’ and then used ‘Is it b?’ we would get 74432.
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2.1. Source coding
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Formally deﬁne an ðn; k; Pe Þ block code for a source X 1 ; . . . ; X n ; . . . to consist of an
encoder f : Xn ! f0; 1gk and a decoder c : f0; 1gk ! Xn and error probability
Pe ¼ PðcðfðX n ÞÞaX n Þ. The notation f0; 1gk means all strings of zeros and ones of length
k. A source is a distribution generating the data we want to encode. A block code means
that we take the outcomes of the X i ’s in strings, or ‘blocks’, of length n at a time. We do
this repeatedly, implicitly assuming the sample is an integer multiple of n. The rate of such
a code is deﬁned to be Rn ¼ k=n: we send k bits when we send n source symbols. We want
the rate to be as low as possible, subject to ensuring we do not make too many errors. If we
have a sequence of codes with block length n, the asymptotic rate of the sequence is
R ¼ limn!1 ðkn =nÞ.
Shannon’s ﬁrst theorem, also called the source coding theorem, gives the operational
signiﬁcance of the entropy as the asymptotic lower bound for R.
Shannon’s first theorem:

th
o

(A) For any d40 and R4H, 9 rate R code with Pe od.
(B) For any RoH no sequence of rate R codes exists with Pe ! 0.

Au

Note that blocks of outcomes of length n are represented by codewords of length k and
are optimal in the limit. By contrast, Shannon codes have codewords of different lengths
given by an explicit codelength function


1
LðfðxÞÞ ¼ log
,
PðxÞ
where f denotes the code. Also, it is easy to see that any Shannon code has expected
codelength within one bit of the entropy, and so is nearly optimal.
The form of the Shannon codelength invites you to use its negative as an exponent. This
gives an equivalence of codes and probability mass functions: the Kraft–McMillan
inequality
2 ; . . . if and only if
P1 Li states there is a uniquely decodable code with lengths L1 ; L
P
LðxÞ
2
p1.
Also,
if
a
codelength
function
LðxÞ
satisﬁes
p1 then
i¼1
x2
ELðX ÞXHðX Þ; Shannon codes satisfy HðX ÞpELðX ÞpHðX Þ þ 1.
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2.2. Maximizing entropy and the Bayesian method of moments
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It is easy to see that for bounded discrete random variables the uniform has maximum
entropy. Other ‘maxent’ results are derived by imposing constraints. For instance, the
entropy of the Normalðm; s2 Þ density f is H ¼ 12 ln 2pes2 and the normal has maximum
entropy for
Pgiven mean and variance. More generally, the maximum of HðpÞ over p’s
subject to x gi ðxÞpðxÞ ¼ ci for i ¼ 1; . . . ; m is achieved by
Pm
p ðxÞ ¼ ce i¼1 li gi ðxÞ ,
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where the li ’s are chosen so p will satisfy the constraints. This has been used in Sooﬁ et al.
(1995) and a discussion of the relationship between entropy and variance is in Sooﬁ (1994).
In effect, we impose constraints we believe are true to limit the range of possible average
codelengths and then choose the worst case scenario.
Next, we review the Bayesian method of moments, BMOM, from Tobias and Zellner
(1998), see also Zellner et al. (1997). The central intent of BMOM is to bypass prior
speciﬁcation by getting the posterior from a maxent argument. Operationally, BMOM
equates the posterior expectation of a function of a parameter to its sample value and
chooses the posterior to be the maximum entropy distribution subject to that constraint.
Here’s the procedure: write

rs

Y ¼ X b þ u,
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where Y is an n  1 vector of observations assumed related to X, a given n  k matrix of
rank k, and b is a k  1 vector of regression coefﬁcients with ﬁxed unknown values and u is
an n  1 vector of realized error terms.
Let D ¼ ðY ; X Þ. There are two main assumptions. First, assume X 0 EðujDÞ ¼ 0 so that
b^ ¼ EðbjDÞ ¼ ðX 0 X Þ1 X 0 Y , i.e., the posterior mean of b is the least squares estimate. This
^ Second, assume Varðujs2 ; DÞ ¼ s2 X ðX 0 X Þ1 X 0 where s2 is a variance
gives EðujDÞ ¼ u.
parameter. This gives Varðbjs2 ; DÞ ¼ s2 ðX 0 X Þ1 ; further derivation gives VarðbjDÞ ¼
s2 ðX 0 X Þ1 . Now, the posterior mean and variance of b are the usual estimates of
parameters in large sample Bayes approaches.
If we maximize the entropy of the posterior density subject to the two moment con^
straints on b, EðbjDÞ ¼ ðX 0 X Þ1 X 0 Y and VarðbjDÞ ¼ s2 ðX 0 X Þ1 , we get bNormalðb;
1
s2 ðX 0 X Þ Þ, because the normal is maxent under a second moment constraint. This is the
same density for ðbjDÞ as one gets from the usual analysis. Thus, the usual analysis is
optimal in a maximum entropy sense. Note that this is a Bayesian method of moments
because the moment constraints are under the posterior distribution.
In maxent arguments, interest focuses on the choice of constraints. So, we change them
by taking so to be a ﬁxed value. If we maximize the entropy of the posterior ðbjDÞ subject
^ s2 ðX 0 X Þ1 Þ,
to EðbjDÞ ¼ ðX 0 X Þ1 X 0 Y and Varðbjs2o ; DÞ ¼ s2o ðX 0 X Þ1 we get bNormalðb;
o
a special case of the last maximum entropy. Another example: set Eðlog bjDÞ and Eð1=bjDÞ
equal to the values of the corresponding statistics. Maximizing HðbjDÞ gives an inverted
Gamma(l1 ; l2 ), with density
 

l2

f ðbÞ ¼ exp  lo þ l1 log b þ
/ xl1 el2 =b .
b
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The posterior density for ðs2 jDÞ, based on a diffuse prior and IID normal likelihood, is
often an inverted Gamma. An interesting and unforeseen implication of this method is
that, outside of certain limiting senses, the posteriors seem to correspond to the use of
DDPs, a topic we take up in Section 7.
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2.3. Relative entropy
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For discrete random variables, the entropy is invariant under bijective transformations f
of the sample space. That is, Hðf ðX ÞÞ ¼ HðX Þ. However, this fails when X is continuous.
This means that maxent arguments depend on the representation of the measure space.
For instance, HðaX Þ ¼ HðX Þ þ log jaj. Even worse, the entropy of a discretized
continuous random variable does not converge to the entropy of its limit. That is, if
X d ¼ xi wX 2Si where xi 2 Si and the S i ’s are a partition of the range of X into bins of length
d, then HðX d Þ  log 1=d converges to HðX Þa0 as d ! 0.
One way to get around this is to regard the entropy of a random variable as ‘relative’ to
some other variable. Clearly, the relative entropy between two random variables is
invariant under transformations of the measure space. In fact, the invariance of the
discrete entropy follows from the invariance of the relative entropy if one uses the discrete
uniform DU and DU f on K values for X and f ðX Þ: we have that Hðf ðX ÞÞ ¼
DðPf kDUÞ þ log K ¼ DðPkDUÞ þ log K ¼ HðX Þ. Optimizing an invariant quantity, like
the mutual information, gives invariant optima as in reference analysis, see Section 3.2.
Although not a metric, the relative entropy is a distance on distributions. It is positive
unless its arguments are equal; it deﬁnes a convex neighborhood base; it has a Pythagorean
property see Csiszar (1975); and, locally, it behaves like squared error. As a distance, it is
stronger than L1 (which is a metric) but weaker than w2 .
Information theoretically, it is the difference in average length between two Shannon
codes. To see this, suppose P is the true distribution, taken to be discrete. Since P is
unknown, we may be forced to use a code with codelengths Lðxn Þ derived from QaP. The
extra bits we end up using are the cost we pay for not knowing P. In a perfect world in
which we knew P we would not have had to send them so we regard these extra bits as
‘mistakes’. More formally, the redundancy, Rn ðP; LÞ is
Rn ðP; LÞ ¼ E P ðLðX n ÞÞ  HðPÞ ¼ E P log

1
1
n  E P log
QðX Þ
PðX n Þ

Au

¼ DðPn kQn Þ ¼ nDðPkQÞ,

the relative entropy. To ﬁnd codes that get close to the entropy lower bound it is often
easier to minimize the redundancy i.e., the relative entropy. Heuristically, maxent is ‘minrel-ent’.

3. Data transmission
The data transmission problem is to send a stream of data X 1 ; . . . ; X n ; . . . rapidly while
ensuring the message received is decoded correctly. The problem is we may send ‘X’ but the
receiver may incorrectly get ‘X 0 ’. The model for this is called a channel.
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3.1. Coding for channels
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Suppose we have a list of messages 1; . . . ; M and we want to send one of them, w. First,
w must be encoded to X ðwÞ which gets transmitted. The receiver gets Y. The receiver then
^ hoping w^ ¼ w. The communication channel is modelled by a
decodes Y getting w,
conditional density, PðY n jX n Þ. That is, X n is sent and Y n is received. Clearly, for ﬁxed X n ,
the probability that the correct Y n is received can be very high, but it is possible that other,
incorrect, Y n ’s get received. That is, for each X n we imagine we get a distribution with a
mode at Y n ¼ Y n ðxn Þ but tailing off away from Y n . The probability of error is
^ aW jW sentÞ.
PðW
The simplest nontrivial example is the binary symmetric channel. A sender sends either 0
or 1 according to some distribution say q. If the sender sends 0, the receiver receives 0
correctly with probability 1  p but receives 1, erroneously, with probability p. Likewise, if
the sender sends 1, the receiver receives 0, erroneously, with probability p but receives 0
correctly with probability 1  p. This deﬁnes a conditional distribution pðyjxÞ where y ¼
0; 1 is Bernoulli(p) given x, and x ¼ 0; 1. Cover and Thomas (1991) show the capacity of
the binary symmetric channel is C ¼ 1  hðpÞ, where hðpÞ is the entropy function of a
Bernoulli(p). Other discrete and continuous channels also have closed form expressions.
Here we took messages one at a time. However, as with source coding, it will turn out
that often we need to take ever longer blocks of messages to achieve optimal coding. So, we
regard M not as the number of messages we might want to send but as the number of
codewords we will use to represent n-fold outcomes X n of X. The rate of such a code is
R ¼ ðlog MÞ=n, in bits per transmission, or we can write M ¼ 2nR . Let ln be the supremal
error (over W ¼ w) for blocks of length n. We want a high rate of transmission with a low
error probability, so we say a rate is achievable if and only if there is a sequence of ð2nR ; nÞ
codes so that the error ln tends to zero as n ! 1.
The SMI in (3) is the rate that would be achieved for a source pðxÞ. The source with the
highest rate achieves the capacity, C deﬁned in (6), of the channel to transmit information.
This is formally given by Shannon’s channel coding theorem, also called Shannon’s second
theorem. Like the source coding theorem there are two parts.
Shannon’s second theorem:

Au
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(A) All rates below C are achievable. That is, for any 40, and any proposed rate RoC
there is a sequence of ð2nR ; nÞ codes with ln ! 0 as n ! 1.
(B) No achievable rate is above C. That is, any sequence of ð2nR ; nÞ codes with ln ! 0
must have rate RpC.
3.2. Experimental design and reference analysis
The problem of data transmission across a channel is a statistical experiment if one
regards the parameter value as the ‘message’ that some ‘sender’ wants to send us that our
task is to decode. That is, we receive X n ¼ xn and try to decode the y that it came from.
This model led Lindley (1956) to propose the SMI and the CSMI as measures of the
information in an experiment in a Bayesian context. He used them as design criteria for
experiment selection and showed that certain classes of experiments were more informative
than others.
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Physically the SMI and CSMI are rates of transmission. This led Bernardo (1979, 1981)
to propose reference analysis: the point is to compare subjective priors to the capacity
achieving prior, especially in terms of the posteriors they generate, and to compare
(optimal) actions under a subjectively chosen prior to (optimal) actions under the capacity
achieving prior in game theoretic contexts. When doing this, the capacity achieving source
is usually called the reference prior, leading to the reference action and reference posterior,
see also Bernardo and Smith (1994).
Bernardo (1979) wrote IðY; X n Þ ¼ E m DðwðyjX n ÞkwðyÞÞ ¼ HðYÞ  HðYjX n Þ: The lefthand side shows how much one expects prior beliefs w to change, on average, upon receipt
of n data points. Rather than using the SMI to evaluate how much information there is in a
prior, one can ask: What prior is it that changes most, on average, upon receipt of the
data?
When there are no nuisance parameters, or other random
quantities involved in the
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
SMI, Bernardo identiﬁed Jeffreys prior, proportional to jIðyÞj the root determinant of
the Fisher information, as asymptotically optimizing density for y. This is satisfying
because Jeffreys prior emerges under a transformation invariance principle (it was on that
basis that Jeffreys proposed it) and it emerges under a probability matching principle. The
main downside is that Jeffreys prior is typically improper.
Establishing that Jeffreys really is the reference prior in the absence of nuisance
parameters is done in a pair of articles by Clarke and Barron (1990, 1994). Berger and
Bernardo (1989), Ghosh and Mukerjee (1992) gave the ﬁrst treatment of the reference prior
when nuisance parameters are present, the latter with a formal argument. They maximized
CSMI’s of the form IðY; X n jcÞ treating c as the nuisance parameter. Sun and Berger
(1998) and Clarke and Yuan (2003) gave more unifying treatments.
4. Data compression
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In data compression, we permit the controlled loss of information by summarizing
classes of outcomes by representatives. That is, given a representative we know which class
of messages it summarizes but not which speciﬁc message led to it. This is the same idea as
occurs in data aggregation. When two variables are summarized as one, for instance, the X^
in (7) represents the summary and the X represents the original data. Below, we will state
^
an explicit form for the density pðxjxÞ
of the optimal X^ . Formally using this approach for
data aggregation requires speciﬁcation of the loss function d, which may be difﬁcult in
practice. However, the form of the density permits conceptualizing a variety of choices. We
turn ﬁrst to the information theoretic interpretation.

Au

4.1. Distortion and rates

Let us ﬁx a source P for X, and take the outcomes in blocks of length n, X n . As in the
deﬁnition of (7), let X^ n ðjÞ for j ¼ 1; . . . ; M be a set of representatives so that for any X n we
can assign fðX n Þ ¼ X^ n ðj 0 Þ where j 0 achieves minj d n ðX n ; X^ n ðjÞÞ, for some measure of
distance d ¼ d n . Our main task is to choose the integer M, and the set X^ n ðjÞ for j ¼
1; . . . ; M optimally, at least in the limit of large n.
For ﬁxed D, d, and P, the RDF given in (7) is an inﬁmum over the class of conditional
densities for X^ n given X n in which the average distortion is bounded
by D. If d is squared
Pn
error loss then these densities have the property that E X n ;X^ n i¼1 ðX i  X^ i Þ2 pD. The goal
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of this search over conditional distributions is to ﬁnd one that has minimal SMI.
Regarding the data compression problem as a nonstandard channel coding problem is a
merely one way to avoid transmitting the information that is least useful (in terms of d) so
as to communicate the important messages better.
To see how Shannon’s rate distortion theorem, also called Shannon’s third theorem,
expresses this formally, deﬁne the rate R to be ðlog MÞ=n, the log of the number of
representatives per outcome of X, taken n at a time. Thus, we set M ¼ 2nR . Given D,
X 1 ; . . . ; X n ; . . . IID PðÞ, and dðX ; X^ Þ we have the following.
Shannon’s third theorem:

co

(A) If R4RðDÞ then 840 there is a code with rate R achieving average distortion less
than or equal to D þ .
(B) Every code with RoRðDÞ has average distortion at least D.
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When X BernoulliðpÞ and the distortion, dðX ; X^ Þ, is 0 for X ¼ X^ and 1 otherwise the
RDF is RðDÞXhðpÞ  hðDÞ, see Cover and Thomas (1991). They also give the closed form
expression for the RDF for the Normalð0; s2 Þ. Outside a small number of standard
tractable cases it is hard to evaluate RðDÞ and to ﬁnd the conditional density achieving the
minimum. However, RðDÞ and pðyjxÞ can be found computationally by the Blahut–
Arimoto algorithm. See Blahut (1972), Arimoto (1972), and Csiszar and Tusnady (1984).
4.2. Assuming minimal information in the likelihood

pe

Despite the limited tractability of the RDF, Blahut (1972) gives expressions
for the conditional distribution achieving the rate distortion function lower bound. He
obtains
m ðyÞeldðy;xÞ
,
m ðx0 Þeldðx0 ;xÞ dx0

r's

p ðyjxÞ ¼ R

where l is a function of D and m is determined by
R

eldðy;xÞ pðxÞ
dx ¼ 1.
m ðx0 Þeldðx0 ;xÞ dx0
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Note that the marginal for X is pðxÞ ¼ pðxÞp ðyjxÞ dx ¼ m ðyÞ and the optimal density is
an exponential family that depends critically on the distortion function.
In this result, Blahut minimized a relative entropy which is similar to maximizing an
entropy. This suggests p ðyjxÞ may have some useful noninformativity property. Here, we
ﬁnd a minimally informative likelihood by minimizing a relative entropy. Thus, to ﬁnd a
likelihood that makes relatively weak assumptions about the data we minimize Iðy; X n Þ
over conditional likelihoods for the data given the parameter, over the class of likelihoods
used in the deﬁnition of the RDF.
In standard statistical notation we write
p ðxjyÞ ¼ R

m ðxÞeldðx;yÞ
,
m ðyÞeldðy;yÞ dy
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where l ¼ lðlÞ and m ðxÞ is determined by the same expression as m above. The
minimization of IðY; X n Þ is over a set S l deﬁned by
Z
S l ¼ pðxjyÞj wðyÞpðxjyÞLðx; yÞ dy dxol .

co

py

Clearly, S l can be regarded as the set of conditional densities in which the Bayes risk of
using X as an estimator for y is bounded by l when the prior w is used. It is seen that l is an
analog of the distortion D.
Analogous to reference priors, p is least informative in a sense that can be made precise,
see Yuan and Clarke (1999a). So, it may be appropriate to use p for initial data analyses
when little is known about the distribution. Yuan and Clarke (1999b) used this approach
to generate several likelihoods of the form p , and therefore several posteriors, in an
addiction research application. Because the posteriors gave similar inferences, robustness
suggested the inferences are from the data rather than the prior or likelihood.

al

5. Stochastic complexity

rs

on

Given a data set xn and a class of distributions F the stochastic complexity of xn with
respect to F is the shortest codelength minF 2F LF ðxn Þ for xn where LF is the codelength
function for some ﬁxed coding scheme. Now, F^ ¼ arg min LF ðxn Þ is an estimate for F T ,
the true distribution.

pe

5.1. Minimizing codelengths

We want to be sure that F^ will be a good estimate regardless of which member of F is
true. This follows from an extension of Shannon’s ﬁrst theorem: Rissanen (1984) proves
there is a best code deﬁning a process p which asymptotically behaves like the data
generating distribution. That is, in the parametric case,
E y log py ðX n Þ=p ðX n Þ
¼1
n!1
ðd=2Þ log n

r's

lim

Au

th
o

for almost all parameter values y (d ¼ dimðyÞ) and the left-hand side cannot be made
smaller no matter what p is used. A variety of coding schemes achieving the optimal
asymptotic length
 
d
n
n ^
Lðx Þ ¼  log pðx jyÞ þ
log n þ oðlog nÞ,
2
where y^ is the maximum likelihood estimate, MLE, have been proposed and Lðxn Þ is often
used as the formula for stochastic complexity. Indeed, Lðxn Þ gives p ðxn Þ ¼ nd=2 py^ ðxn Þ times
an error factor. Using this p in the last limit gives 1 as required. The central ideas of
stochastic complexity can also be found in Barron (1985).
Another approach, due to Barron and Cover (1990) uses two stage coding. For
simplicity, suppose F is countable and we have a source code for it. Given xn , estimate the
true density pT by
p^ n ¼ arg min LðqÞ þ log
q2F

1
.
qðxn Þ
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Here, LðqÞ is the codelength for q and the second term is the Shannon codelength for xn
under q. This can be represented as a Bayesian estimator: deﬁne the
wðqÞ on F by
P priorLðqÞ
LðqÞ ¼ logð1=wðqÞÞ . Clearly, by the Kraft–McMillan inequality, q2F 2
¼ 1 so the
minimal complexity density estimator p^ n is the posterior mode, maxq 2LðqÞ qðxn Þ,
equivalent to the maximum likelihood estimator when n ! 1. If the source code has a
long codelength for the right model may be a problem when n is small, but this is
analogous to a prior that puts little mass around the true value.
Barron and Cover (1990) show that p^ n exists with probability 1, is consistent and is
admissible (in the sense that PT ðP^ n ¼ PT ÞpPT ðP^  ¼ PT Þ never holds uniformly for any
other P ). The large sample behavior of the two stage codelength LðqÞ þ log 1=q for
various choices of F is given in Barron and Cover (1990). Rissanen (1984, 1996) considers
stochastic complexity from a model selection standpoint. In place of two stage coding, he
uses the information measure
Iðxn Þ ¼ min log

al

d;y

1
d
log n ,
þ
py ðxn Þ 2

d
n
jIðyÞj1=2
log
þ log
þ oð1Þ
2
2pe
wðyÞ

rs

DðPy kM n Þ ¼

on

for a collection of parametric families fpy g.
Now suppose we have relatively little data. Then, the lower order terms, implicit in the
oðlog nÞ may matter. Indeed, Clarke and Barron (1990) show that

pe

forcing log 1=mðxn Þ to be large on average when jIðyÞj is small. For small n, this
overpenalizes the best models. To get around this, Rissanen (1996, Eq. (6)), derives the
maximum likelihood, or ML, codelength,
Z
1
d
n
 n
þ log þ log jIðyÞj1=2 dy þ oð1Þ,
L ðx Þ ¼ log
(8)
n
^
2p
^ jyÞ 2
pðx

r's

^ is the
^ n jyÞ
as the stochastic complexity of xn relative to a class of processes. The density pðx
normalization in the ML code deﬁned by

th
o

n ^ n
^ ¼ R pðx jyðx ÞÞ .
^ n jyÞ
pðx
^ n ÞÞ dxn
pðxn jyðx

This does not usually have an easily computed codelength function and the denominator
must be ﬁnite for the code to exist.

Au

5.2. Regret and prediction

In the last subsection, we looked at average properties. Now, we adopt a pointwise
criterion. Speciﬁcally, Shtarkov (1988), Rissanen (1996), Cesa-Bianchi and Lugosi (2000)
and Xie and Barron (2000) discuss the predictive setting in which the distribution achieves
inf sup sup log
q x2wn

y

pðxjyÞ
,
qðxÞ

(9)

R
^ ¼ pðxn jyÞ=
^
^ dxn ,
^ n jyÞ
the minimal regret under a log scoring rule, is qopt ðxn Þ ¼ pðx
pðxn jyÞ
^ does not give a stochastic process because
^ n jyÞ
the ML code (8). Observe that pðx
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marginalizing it at stage n over xn does not give the optimum for stage n  1. Our
contribution is that the Bayes code deﬁned by m is a stochastic process that is
asymptotically equivalent.
5.2.1. The discrete case
Let w denote a prior density on the parameter y, write x ¼ xn and consider
q x2wn

y

wðyÞpðxjyÞ
.
qðxÞ

py

inf sup sup log

(10)

inf lim sup sup log
y

(11)

rs

q n!1 x2wn

wðyÞpðxjyÞ
.
qðxÞ

on

al

co

It is seen that (10) is not a Bayes risk; it is a predictive criterion, independent of the model
used to generate the data. Analogous to (9),R(10) is optimized by the ML code density, or
^
^
^
^ dx, where y^ is now the mode of
the Shtarkov solution, qw ðxÞ ¼ wðyÞpðxj
yÞ=
wðyÞpðxj
yÞ
wðyÞpðxjyÞ.
Clearly, the Shtarkov solution is not the Bayesian mixture mðxÞ ¼
R
wðyÞpðxjyÞ dy. Although, mðxÞ is not optimal for any n, it is asymptotically equivalent
to the optimal Shtarkov solution.
We begin by assuming that w is a discrete prior density with respect to counting
measure, with probability denoted W, and that y assumes values, y1 ,y,yk . . . . This is the
setting of Xie and Barron (2000). Extending their work, we want to give conditions to
ensure the mixture mðÞ is the unique stochastic process achieving

r's

pe

Here, wn denotes the n-fold sample space and q ranges over the collection of limits of
densities on wn . We show that if (11) is achieved by some q ðÞ, and a partitioning statistic
(deﬁned below) exists, then q ðÞ and mðÞ have the same asymptotic performance as the
optimal Shtarkov solutions give.
Suppose q ðxÞ denotes a limit of densities, with probabilities Qn on wn , that optimizes
(11). Then, since the set over which the inﬁmum isP
taken includes m, (11) is upper bounded
by putting m in for q. Indeed, we see that 1=ð1 þ jai wðyj Þpðxjyj Þ=wðyi Þpðxjyi ÞÞo1 so (11)
is bounded from above by zero, and, for all x and all y, wðyÞpðxjyÞpq ðxÞ. A lower bound
on (11) takes more work; our result is the following.

th
o

Proposition 1. Suppose there is a partitioning statistic i.e., a statistic whose asymptotic
1
distributions
P1 give y concentrate on disjoint sets in w . Then, asymptotically, the mixture
n
mðx Þ ¼ i¼1 wðyi Þpðxjyi Þ is the unique stochastic process achieving (11).

Au

Proof. By hypothesis, there is a statistic that discriminates asymptotically among
parameter values in the sense that there is a sequence dn and a real number and 40 so
that for each n the sets
Ai;n ¼ fxn : jyi  x̄jpg,
are S
disjoint, the union is the whole space wn , and 8i9N i 8nXN i Pyi ðAi;n ÞX1  dn , with
Pyi ð jai Ai;n Þpdn . For convenience, we have denoted the statistic by X̄ and taken y, the
parameter indexing the asymptotic distributions, to be the candidate population means.
Consider i ¼ 1 and choose A  A1;n . We have the lower bound
Q ðAÞXwðy1 ÞPy1 ðA \ A1;n Þ ¼ wðy1 ÞPy1 ðAjA1;n ÞPy1 ðA1;n ÞXwðy1 ÞPy1 ðAjA1;n Þð1  dn Þ.
(12)
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To derive an analogous upper bound for Q , let A  A1;n and note Q ðAÞ ¼ 1  Q ðAc Þ.
Now, we lower bound Q ðQc Þ: we have
X
X
Q ðAc \ Ai;n ÞX
W ðyi ÞPyi ðAc \ Ai;n Þ
Q ðAc Þ ¼
i

i

¼ W ðyi : ia1Þ þ W ðy1 ÞPyi ðAc \ A1;n Þ.

py

This gives

Q ðAÞp1  W ðyi : ia1Þ  W ðy1 ÞPyi ðAc \ A1;n Þ ¼ W ðy1 Þð1  Pyi ðAc \ A1;n ÞÞ.

co

By the disjointness of the union, we have

Pyi ðAc \ A1;n Þ ¼ 1  Py1 ðA [ Ac1 Þ ¼ 1  Py1 ðAÞ  Py1 ðAc1 ÞX1  Py1 ðAÞ  dn ,
S
because Ac1 ¼ jai Aj;n is disjoint. These last two inequalities give

al

Q ðAÞpW ðy1 ÞðPy1 ðAÞ þ dn ÞpW ðy1 ÞPy1 ðAjA1;n ÞPy1 ðA1;n Þ þ dn
pW ðy1 ÞPy1 ðAjA1;n Þ þ dn .

ð13Þ

on

Putting (12) and (13) together we have for any A  A1;n that

pe

rs

W ðy1 ÞPy1 ðAjA1;n Þ þ dn XQ ðAÞXW ðy1 ÞPy1 ðAjA1;n Þ  dn .
P
P
Now, consider any set A  wn and write Q ðAÞ ¼ i Q ðA \ Ai;n Þ, MðAÞ ¼ i MðA\
Ai;n Þ. For any given 40, we can choose a large but ﬁnite collection of y’s and an N so that
for nXN jMðAÞ  Q ðAÞj is less than . Thus, Q and M converge in probability. &

r's

5.2.2. Continuous y: a Laplace’s method argument
Here we give Xie and Barron (2000) style results for mixtures for the continuous coding
context where Rissanen (1996) used the Shtarkov solution. In particular, it will be seen that
the constant C m found in Xie and Barron (2000) for discrete alphabets is zero, in the
continuous case. So, suppose the y in (10) has a continuous distribution. For convenience,
we rewrite (10) as
^
pðxjyÞ
wðyÞ
1=2
~
^ yðxÞÞj
qðxÞ jIð

th
o

inf sup sup sup log
q n2N x2X n

y

(14)

Au

in which q is a stochastic process, y~ denotes the mode of the posterior and I^ indicates the
empirical Fisher information. (Thus, y~ ¼ y^ when the prior density is unity.) Thus, (10) has
been modiﬁed by introducing a double supremum in place of the limit in (11) and a
function of x giving an empirical form of the Jeffreys prior.
Extending the reasoning in Xie and Barron (1997) we can bound (14) as follows. We
have
sup sup log
n2N x2X n

~ wðyÞ
~
~ wðyÞ
~
pðxjyÞ
pðxjyÞ
X
inf
sup
sup
log
~ 1=2
~ 1=2
^ yÞj
^ yÞj
q n2N x2X n
mðxÞ jIð
qðxÞ jIð
~ wðyÞ
~
pðxjyÞ
X sup inf sup log
~ 1=2
^ yÞj
q x2X n
qðxÞ jIð
n

ð15Þ
ð16Þ
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~ wðyÞ
~
pðxjyÞ
~ 1=2
^ yÞj
qðxÞ jIð
~ wðyÞ
~
pðxjyÞ

X sup sup inf E q~ log
q~

q

X sup sup E q~ log
n

q~

X sup E m log

ð17Þ
ð18Þ

~ 1=2
^ yÞj
~
qðxÞ
jIð
~ wðyÞ
~
pðxjyÞ

~ 1=2
^ yÞj
mðxÞ jIð
~
wðyÞ
¼ sup E m log
~ 1=2
^ yÞj
n
jIð
Z
Z
~
pðxn jyÞ
þ wðyÞ pðxn jyÞ log
dxn dy
pðxn jyÞ
!
Z
Z
n
pðx
jyÞ
þ wðyÞ pðxn jyÞ log
dxn dy .
n
mðx Þ

ð19Þ

al

co

n

py

n

ð20Þ
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In this chain of inequalities, (15) follows by upper bounding the inﬁmum by the particular
choice of m. The next, (16), follows by using ‘minimax X maximin’ on the outer
operations. The lower bound (17) follows by using the fact that averages are less than
suprema on the inner two operations. Expression (18) follows because the information
~
~
inequality DðqkqÞX0
can be rearranged to show that (17) is minimized when q ¼ q.
Expression (19) follows because we can lower bound a supremum by choosing any element
over which the supremum is taken, in this case m. The last lower bound, (20), follows from
multiplying and dividing by pðxjyÞ in the last logarithm and separating the terms.
We will show that the left-hand side of (15) and expression (20) have the same
asymptotic form thereby giving an expression for (14), when the pðjyÞ’s are IID. The lower
bound is easier; we begin with it.
There are three terms in (20). Since we are lower bounding, it is enough to take a limit
~ Ið
~ 1=2 . The inner expectation has limit
^ yÞj
over n. The ﬁrst term is E w E pðjyÞ log wðyÞ=j
R
logðwðyÞ=IðyÞÞ þ oð1Þ, so the limit of the term is wðyÞ logðwðyÞ=jIðyÞj1=2 Þ dy þ oð1Þ.
~ The inner integral tends
To deal with the second term, Taylor expand log wðyÞpðxjyÞ at y.
to half the expectation of a w2 random variable for each y, that is d=2 ¼ ðd=2Þ log e. Under
reasonable hypotheses this convergence is oð1Þ uniformly for y in compact sets.
The third term is the Shannon mutual information IðY; X n Þ, between Y with density w,
and X n with conditional
density pðxjyÞ. Asymptotically IðY; X n Þ converges to
R
ðd=2Þ logðn=2peÞ  wðyÞ logðwðyÞ=jIðyÞj1=2 Þ þ oð1Þ, see Clarke and Barron (1994).
Adding the three asymptotic forms for the three terms gives ðd=2Þ logðn=2pÞ þ oð1Þ, as
n ! 1 as a lower bound.
Expression (15) admits the same expression as an upper bound by a Laplace’s method
argument. For simplicity, we look only at the one-dimensional case. The generalization to
any ﬁnite-dimensional y is a matter of notation.
Parallel to Conditions (i) and (v) in Rissanen (1996, pp. 41–42), we restrict our attention
to the following sets. Let O denote the parameter space and for Z40, let
AZ ¼

1
yjIðyÞo ; IðyÞ4Z .
Z
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Next, AZ helps deﬁne the set
B ¼ Bn;Z ¼ fxn jy~ 2 O  AcZ g
in the sample space on which estimates y~ correspond to ﬁnite Fisher information. For
given d; 40, we also use AZ to deﬁne the set

py

^  Iðy
^ 0 Þjog
C ¼ C n;Z;d; ¼ fxn j8y 2 O  AcZ ; and jy  y0 jod ) jIðyÞ

al

co

^ has a small enough
in the sample space, on which the empirical Fisher information IðÞ
modulus of continuity.
When B \ C is the whole sample space and we ignore the supremum over n, expression
(15) is
Z
~ yÞ
~
~ 1=2
^ yÞj
pðxn jyÞwð
pðxn jyÞ jIð
sup log
p

inf
log
wðyÞ
dy
~ 1=2
~
~
^ yÞj
xn 2B\C
~
mðxn ÞjIð
pðxn jyÞ
wðyÞ
xn 2B\C
Bðy;dÞ
Z
wðyÞ ^ ~ 1=2 ðn=2ÞðyyÞ
~ 2 Iðy
^ Þ
dy,
ð21Þ
jIðyÞj e
p  n inf log
~
x 2B\C
~ wðyÞ
Bðy;dÞ

on

~ arises from the Taylor expansion of log pðxn jyÞ at y~ and the
where y , between y and y,
inequality follows from restricting the domain of integration over y in m. The continuity of
wðyÞ gives

~
^  Þpð1 þ ZÞIð
^ yÞ
Iðy

pe
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~
~  Þ,
jy  yjod
) wðyÞXwðyÞð1
~ dÞ in (21), an open ball centered at y~ with radius d. This implies that
which we use on Bðy;
for d small enough we also have

(22)

th
o
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for xn 2 B \ C, for use in (21), because I^ is bounded away from zero.
~
Now, using wðyÞ=wðyÞXð1
 Þ, the bounds on the empirical Fisher information, and
multiplying and dividing by normalizing constants we get that (21) is bounded above by
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ Z
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
~  Þ
~ yÞð1
2p
wð
~ 2 Ið
~
^ yÞ
~ 1=2 nð1 þ ZÞeðn=2Þð1þZÞðyyÞ
^ yÞj
jIð
dy.
 n inf log
~
x 2B\C
nð1 þ ZÞ Bðy;dÞ
2p
~
wðyÞ

Au

Laplace’s method shows that normal integrals such as that in (20) are within ean of 1, for
some a40. So, for large n we can increase the domain of integration to the whole real line.
This gives the new upper bound
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
n 1
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ þ Keða=2Þn ,
sup log
(23)
2p ð1 þ ZÞ
xn 2B\C
for some K40. Clearly, if we replace the supremum over n 2 Nwith a supremum over
nXN and let N ! 1 slowly while , d and Z go to zero, we get 12 logðn=2pÞ þ oð1Þ as the
asymptotic expression for the upper bound, the same as the lower bound.
We state this, informally, as the following.
Theorem 1. Under a collection of regularity conditions, the mixture distribution defines a
stochastic process that is an asymptotic equalizer rule under logarithmic loss achieving the
same limit as the Shtarkov solutions. That is: the optimization in (15) is asymptotically
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achieved by m and Shtarkov’s solutions so that both achieve
inf sup sup log
q n2N x2X n

~ wðyÞ
~
pðxjyÞ
~ 1=2
^ yÞj
qðxÞ jIð

as n ! 1 and ðd=2Þ logðn=2pÞ þ oð1Þ is the limiting form.

co
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Here, in the continuous case, we did not show m and Shtarkov’s solution converge to
each other as in the discrete case. We only have that m bounds the performance of
Shtarkov’s optimum asymptotically and so asymptotically is a solution. Below, we verify
that m and the Shtarkov solutions are close as densities.
5.2.3. Equivalences
Consider a general criterion of the form
q x2wn

y

pðxjyÞ wðyÞ bðxÞ
,
qðxÞ JðyÞ lðxÞ

al

inf sup sup log

(24)
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where J denotes Jeffreys prior. It is seen that (24) reduces to Shtarkov’s original criterion
by choosing w ¼ J and b ¼ l. The quantity examined in the last section replaced w to
cancel J, set b ¼ 1 and replaced l with an empirical Fisher information. Here we argue: (A)
values of expressions like (24) are close to each other, (B) solutions to optimizations like
(24) are close to each other, and (C) those solutions are also close to m.
We consider 3 versions of (24)—one with no b=l, one with no w=J, and one that uses the
empirical Fisher information as in the last subsection. To see the effect of the prior, we use
a measure of peakedness
fd ðxÞ ¼ W fEd g,

(25)

where W is a probability function on O, as proposed by Dawid. In (25), the set E is
2

r's

E ¼ Ed ðxÞ ¼

^ d
y : log pðxjyÞX log pðxjyÞ
2

(26)

th
o

for d40 and Taylor expansion gives
:
^
^ 1=2 g.
^ yÞÞ
Ið
Ed ðxÞ¼fy : jy  yjpðn

(27)

Au

This measures how peaked pðxn jyÞ is at y^ because as the peakedness goes up the range of
y’s near y^ that give (24) a value close to its maximum narrows. That is, for ﬁxed d, if there
^ then fðxÞ will be relatively small; if the
is a sharp peak (high Fisher information near y)
^ then the set E will be relatively larger
peak is spread out (lower Fisher information near y)
making fðxÞ larger.
The three versions of (24) that we consider are
inf lim sup sup log
q

x2wn

y

inf lim sup sup log
q

x

y

pðxjyÞ wðyÞ
,
qðxÞ JðyÞ

(28)

pðxjyÞfd ðxÞ
,
qðxÞ

(29)
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and the online version that we suggest is most important
inf lim sup log
q

x

~ yÞ
~
pðxjyÞwð
.
~ 1=2 qðxÞ
^ yÞ
Ið

(30)

co
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It is seen that the main difference between (28) and (29) is that in the ﬁrst, the supremum
over y gives the mode of the posterior while in the
second one gives the MLE. The
~ and the MLE, y,
^ are very close: pﬃﬃnﬃðy^  yÞ
~ ! 0 as n ! 1 so they are
posterior mode, y,
closer to each other than either is to a true value.pMoreover,
(29) and (30) are close: if d is
ﬃﬃﬃ
:
^
^
^
small and W has density wðyÞ, we have fd ðxÞ¼2 dwðyÞðnIðyÞÞ1=2 . Using this approximation in (29) gives (30), when d ¼ n=4. More formally, (A) and (B) are accomplished by the
following.
Proposition 2. The solution to (28) is
~ yÞ=Jð
~
~
pðxjyÞwð
yÞ
,
~ yÞ=Jð
~
~ dx
pðxjyÞwð
yÞ

al

qa ðxÞ ¼ R

the solution to (29) is
^ ðxÞ
pðxjyÞf
d
,
^
pðxjyÞf ðxÞ dx

on

qb ðxÞ ¼ R

d

~ yÞ=
~ Ið
~ 1=2
^ yÞ
pðxjyÞwð
.
~ yÞ=
~ Ið
~ 1=2 dx
^ yÞ
pðxjyÞwð

For d ¼ n=4, we have
log

pe

qc ðxÞ ¼ R

rs

and the solution to (30) is

~ yÞ
~
^
~ yÞ
~
pðxjyÞwð
pðxjyÞW
ðEd ðxÞÞ
pðxjyÞwð

log

log
,
~ 1=2 qðxÞ
~ 1=2 qðxÞ
^ yÞ
qðxÞ
Ið
IðyÞ

(31)

qi ðxÞ
¼ OPy ð1Þ
qj ðxÞ

as n ! 1.

(32)

th
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as n ! 1 in Py -probability in the sense that the absolute value of the difference of the
logarithms of any two is OPy ð1Þ. Moreover, for any i; j ¼ a; b; c,

Au

Proof. If the solutions claimed exist, they are optimal because the log density ratio from
any other density gives a larger value, See Xie and Barron (2000), or Shtarkov (1988). The
normalizing constant in the solution to (29) is
Z Z
py^ ðxÞ1y2Ed ðxÞ dW ðyÞ dx.
w

Ed

2

2

^ is bounded by ed =2 pðxjyÞ which gives the upper bound ed =2 W ðEd Þ,
For y 2 Ed ðxÞ, pðxjyÞ
which is ﬁnite.
The three criteria are close by noting that the Taylor
to evaluate the
pﬃﬃﬃ expansion
^ Ið
^ 1=2 . For d ¼ n=4,
^ yÞÞ
integral deﬁning W gives fd ðxÞ is approximately 2 dwðyÞðn
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
^
^ 1=2 . It is seen that the empirical forms of the Fisher information
^ yÞ
fd ðxÞ ¼ wðyÞ= Ið
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converge to their limits IðyÞ under Py with the ﬁxed sample size stopping time. Now, Wilks’
theorem ensures that the differences in the three criteria are bounded in probability when
one examines the difference between the second and third expression.
To see the solutions qi are close in the same sense, consider log qa =qc . It is
R
~ yÞ=
~ Ið
~ 1=2 dx
~ yÞ=Jð
~
~
^ yÞ
pðxjyÞwð
pðxjyÞwð
yÞ
þ
log
log
.
(33)
R
~ yÞ=Jð
~
~ dx
~ yÞ=
~ Ið
~ 1=2
^ yÞ
pðxjyÞwð
yÞ
pðxjyÞwð

co

Since empirical Fisher informations converge in Py probability the ﬁrst term tends to zero.
The second term also goes to zero as the approximation improves, provided the integrals
exist, see the asymptotic form in Theorem 1 in Rissanen (1996). The other cases are
similar. &

~
~
wðyÞpðxj
yÞ
 log mðxÞ ! 0
~ 1=2
^ yÞj
ðn=2pÞðd=2Þ jIð

(34)

rs

log
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Cesa-Bianchi and Lugosi (2000) give a version of (32) using a supremal difference of
logarithms of distributions as a metric.
Next, we turn to (C), the ﬁnal point of this section, to see that the Shtarkov solutions
and m are close. Recall from Clarke and Barron (1989, Propositon 4.1) that under various
^ are asymptotically close. A minor extension
regularity conditions, the mixture and pðxjyÞ
~
shows the same holds for pðxjyÞ. This gives that

pe

in Py probability as n ! 1. Moreover, modifying the proof of Theorem 1 in Rissanen
(1996, expressions (17) and (19))to use the posterior mode in place of the MLE, ensures
Z pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Z
d
n
~
~
log
jIðyÞjwðyÞ dy þ oð1Þ,
(35)
wðyÞpðxjyÞ dx ¼ log þ log
2
2p
~
AZ
yðxÞ2A
Z
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parallel to the reasoning in (33). Clearly, (34) controls how far apart two mixtures can be,
and (35) helps control how far apart two Shtarkov solutions can be.
Now, we can use (34) and (35) to control how far apart a Shtarkov solution and a
mixture solution can be. Multiply and divide in the logarithm in (34) to get that the
absolute value of
R
~
~ dx
~
~
wðyÞpðxj
yÞ
~
wðyÞpðxj
yÞ
yðxÞ2A
Z
log R
þ log
R
~
^
ðn=2pÞðd=2Þ jIðyÞj1=2 wðyÞ dy
~yðxÞ2AZ wðyÞpðxjyÞ dx
R
wðyÞjIðyÞj1=2 dy
þ log
 log mðxÞ
ð36Þ
~ 1=2
^ yÞj
jIð
goes to zero in Py probability. The ﬁrst and last terms in (36) will give what we want if we
control the middle two Rterms. By (35), the second term in (36) goes to zero. Under Py , the
third term tends to logð wðyÞjIðyÞj1=2 dy=jIðyÞj1=2 Þ, a constant. Provided this constant has a
ﬁnite integral over y, with respect to wðÞ, we continue to get convergence in probability to
a constant under m.
Thus, we have shown the following:
Proposition 3. Under regularity conditions fromClarke and Barron (1989), and Rissanen
(1996) we have that the difference between the Shtarkov and mixture solutions is
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wðyÞpðxj
yÞ
log R
 log mðxÞ ¼ OM ð1Þ; OPy ð1Þ.
~
^
~yðxÞ2AZ wðyÞpðxjyÞ dx
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(37)
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6. Using the theory

co

In this section, we outline how to use codelength properties for gambling, model
selection, and density estimation. In applications, the stochastic complexity is called the
minimum description length or MDL because, when a code is ﬁxed, the codelengths are the
number of bits required to specify the data one has using the models available. This is, it is
the length of the word, in the given code, that gives a full description of the data. Various
websites in the references can be consulted for more details and current references that are
discussed here.
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6.1. Applications
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The most accessible treatment of MDL techniques in elementary problems is Bryant and
Cordero-Brana (2000, Sections 3 and 4). In the multinomial context, they redo standard
testing and estimation problems such as the equality of proportions and means (complete
with tables for critical values) with simple numerical examples for a variety of data sets.
Their approach uses the two stage coding ideas presented in Section 5.1.
Among MDL criteria, the ML codelength given in (8), asymptotically equivalent to
log 1=mðxn Þ and to the two stage code approach, is optimal. The central quantities in most
^ arising from
MDL techniques are density ratios of the form qn;opt ðX n Þ=pðX n jyÞ
qn ðX n Þ
qn ðX n Þ
.
¼ min max
log
log
min max
^
qn y;X n
qn
Xn
pðX n jyÞ
pðX n jyÞ

(38)
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These arise in gambling (on horses or stock markets), prediction (under log-score or with AR
processes), density estimation, and model selection in regression (linear and generalized).
Following Xie and Barron (2000), consider betting on n races run by m horses where the
odds for horse x to win are Ok ðxk jx1 ; . . . ; xk1 Þ to 1 in race k. We place our bets in
proportion to qn ðxk jx1 ; . . . ; xk1 Þ. If X n ¼ ðX 1 ; . . . ; X n Þ are the indices of the winning
horses, then at time n we would have wealth
SðX n ; qn Þ ¼

n
Y

qn ðX k jX 1 ; . . . ; X k1 ÞOk ðxk jx1 ; . . . ; xk1 Þ

qn ðX n ÞOðX n Þ.

(39)

Au

k¼1

If the horse races were random and the probabilities for winning were y ¼ ðy1 ; . . . ; ym Þ for
the horses, then we would choose qn ðiÞ ¼ yi if they were known. Regardless of the
randomness of the races, a ﬁxed betting strategy y would lead to wealth
SðX n ; pny Þ ¼

n
Y

pðX k jX 1 ; . . . ; X k1 ÞOk ðxk jx1 ; . . . ; xk1 Þ

pðX n jyÞOðX n Þ.

(40)

k¼1

The ratio of current wealth to ideal wealth is (39) over (40) which is of the form (38) which
was discussed in the last section. Treating the horses as stocks and the odds as price ratios
means we can get an expression for the minimax log wealth ratio in this case also.
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In the time series context, Hansen and Yu (2001) consider Gaussian ARMA(p, q)
models for X t , with Nð0; s2 Þ errors and no unit roots. Thus, X t is a stationary, second
order Gaussian process. If we want to make predictions for time t þ 1, t þ 2 and so forth
conditional on the ﬁrst t outcomes then X tþ1 is Nðx^ t ðbÞ; s2 rt ðbÞÞ for some functions x^ t and
rt which can be determined in terms of the parameters in the original process that we have
grouped together into a vector b. Now, the predictive density for time t þ 1 is
2

py

2

eðxtþ1 x^ tþ1 Þ =2rt s
qt ðxtþ1 jbÞ ¼
2prt s2

(41)

co

and the likelihood function is the product of these denoted qðbÞ. The two stage MDL takes
the form of the Bayes information criterion
^ þ ðp þ q þ 1Þ=2 log n,
log 1=qðbÞ
(42)
where b^ is the MLE, which can be minimized over ðp; qÞ. Note that the predictive MDL is
n
X

log

t¼1

1
qt ðxtþ1 jb^ t Þ

.

al

PMDLðp; qÞ ¼

(43)

log

pe
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In principle, (43) is amenable to a minimax analysis similar to (38).
Rissanen et al. (1992) studied a histogram estimator for densities. One version, from
Barron et al. (1998), sets pðxjv; mÞ ¼ mviðxÞ in which v ¼ ðv1 ; . . . ; vm Þ is a vector of
probabilities for m equally spaced bins in ½0; 1 and iðxÞ is the index of the bin containing x.
Using the Jeffreys noninformative prior in the ML-code density for xn gives an L which
we write as a model
1
1
m1
n
pm=2
log
þ
log
¼
log
þ
þ oð1Þ,
^ n jmÞ
^ n j^v; mÞ
2
2p
Gðm=2Þ
pðx
pðx

(44)

n

^ nþ1 jx Þ ¼
pðx

mðnÞ
X

n
^
wn ðmÞpðyjx
; mÞ

(45)

th
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m¼1

r's

since m deﬁnes the model class. In (6.9), v^ ¼ v^ðxn Þ and v^i ðxn Þ ¼ cj ðxn Þ=n where cj ðxn Þ is the
number of xi ’s in bin j. Expression (44) can be used to select an m directly. Alternatively,
^ n jmÞ’s over m
the mixture of pðx

in which the weights are

^ n jmÞ
pðx

wn ðmÞ ¼ PmðnÞ

Au

^
m¼1 pðx

n jmÞ

has some remarkable features when mðnÞ / n1=3 .
For variable selection in among nested models in a linear regression context, Barron
et al. (1998) derive the ML codelength as in (8). Let Y t ¼ X t b þ t in which ðX t ¼
X 1;t ; . . . ; X k;t Þ and t is Nð0; s2 Þ we have models of the form
pðyn jX n ; b; tÞ ¼

1

n

0

n

eð1=2tÞðy X k bÞ Sn ðy X n bÞ ,
n=2
ð2ptÞ

where X k ¼ X n;k is the design matrix using k of the explanatory variables and
t ¼ s2 . Clearly, b ¼ bk but we drop the subscript. The ML codelength to be minimized
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over k is
1
n
kþ1
n
logð2pe^
t
Þ
þ
log
þ log V þ log
¼
log
^ n jX k Þ
2
2
2p
pðy
1
k


12ðn  kÞ 2n

Z

1

jIðb; tÞj1=2 dt
to

ð46Þ
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plus a negligible error term. In (46), to is chosen so the ML code normalization factor is
^ See
^ 0 X k b.
ﬁnite, t^ is the usual estimator of s2 , V ¼ Volðfb0 X 0k X k bpRgÞ where RXbX
k
Bryant and Cordero-Brana (2000) for numerical examples in this context and Hansen and
Yu (2002) for an extension to generalized linear models.
7. Future directions
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Here, we point out areas for further information theoretic development. One of these is
DDPs.
7.1. Network information theory
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The theory in Sections 1–3 generalizes to channels that involve several senders or
receivers with various communication linkages and decoding approaches. This leads to
CSMIs. Among a huge variety of possibilities, we only consider the multiple access channel
because it is well-developed information theoretically and may have more immediate
relevance to statistical problems.
A multiple access channel is one in which two or more senders send information to a
common receiver. Thus, we imagine X 1 and X 2 are sent simultaneously across a channel
and Y is received. The conditional distribution deﬁning the channel is pðyjx1 ; x2 Þ, and
generalizes to three or more senders. Bypassing formalities, see Cover and Thomas (1991,
Chapter 14.3), the capacity region for this channel is deﬁned by CSMIs: it is the closure of
the convex hull of all ðR1 ; R2 Þ satisfying R1 oIðX 1 ; Y jX 2 Þ, R2 oIðX 2 ; Y jX 1 Þ, and
R1 þ R2 oIðX 1 X 2 ; Y Þ. The multiple access channel is only one way to combine sources
of information. Alternatively, one can regard data as coming from a channel which is not
fully known.
CSMIs such as deﬁne capacity regions, have been optimized in Ghosh and Mukerjee
(1992), Berger and Bernardo (1989), and Sun and Berger (1998) who regarded the
conditioning as a nuisance parameter. More generally, one can optimize CSMIs of the
form Iðf; T n jC; Sn Þ where C is a nuisance parameter, Sn is a nuisance statistic and we are
really interested in estimating F with T n . If S n ¼ sn or C ¼ c is held ﬁxed, then as in the
earlier cases, one expects discrete priors that converge to continuous Jeffreys type priors.
More generally, partial information reference priors, see Clarke and Yuan (2003), are
usually ratios of variances. These include DDPs that arise from physically modelling the
data transmission.
In the model selection setting, the optimal ML code version of MDL is only optimal
under the SMI. If one changes the optimality criterion to a CSMI, either data dependent or
not, alternative optimal coding schemes can emerge. Indeed, it is tempting to propose
choosing model lists by the RDF, or the conditional RDF, and then selecting among them
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by a conditional MDL. At this time, such methods have not been investigated apart from
Xie and Barron (2000, Section 9).
7.2. Data-dependent priors
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Bayesians often eschew data dependence in their priors on the grounds that it is
incoherent. However, gambling optimality differs from information theoretic optimality
which may be more relevant. Moreover, in practice, Bayesians often choose their priors
after seeing the data, automatically becoming incoherent. Indeed, there are contexts such
as mixtures where Wasserman (2000) has established a sense in which DDPs are
inferentially optimal.
The key reference for coherency ruling out DDPs is Freedman and Purves (1969). Here,
our point is to argue that the implications of the Freedman–Purves Theorem are narrower
than is commonly appreciated and to suggest remedies. Indeed, aside from speciﬁc
mathematical properties, DDPs depend more on the data and so are less subjective.
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7.2.1. Coherency and data dependence in priors
First, we restate the central result from Freedman and Purves (1969). Let al be the set of
all payoff functions for odds l. Write the odds as l ¼ lðx; AÞ where x 2 X and A  Y,
assuming X and Y are ﬁnite sets. Let CðYÞ be the set of all continuous real functions on
Y ¼ fy1 ; . . . ; yk g for some integer k.
The Freedman–Purves Theorem is that if lðx; AÞ is not of the form of posterior odds
then al ¼ CðYÞ, i.e., the (many) payoff functions that mean the bookie will lose money
that are in CðYÞ are possible, i.e., are in al . That is, l not posterior odds implies one can
bankrupt the bookie. The strategy of proof is to show that al aCðYÞ implies there is a
unique prior p which generates l.
This theorem must be examined to see what exactly it implies about betting strategies.
First, note it is typically the case that al ¼ CðYÞ, regardless of the form of the odds. Here’s
why: consider k bets for singleton sets A1 ¼ fy1 g; . . . ; Ak ¼ fyk g. The element of al
represented by an Ai is a continuous function on Y and so takes k real values. The form of
such a function is given by Eq. (4) in Freedman and Purves (1969). Let us write the ﬁrst of
these, for A1 ¼ fy1 g as a vector of k entries, one for each value of y. We have
v1 ¼ ½1  1=ð1 þ lðx; y1 ÞÞpðxjy1 Þ; ½1=ð1 þ lðx; y1 ÞÞ pðxjy2 Þ; . . . ,
½1=ð1 þ lðx; y1 ÞÞ pðxjyk Þ .

Au

Suppose v2 ; . . . ; vk have been deﬁned similarly. Then, we can deﬁne new vectors such as
v01 ¼ ð1 þ lðx; y1 ÞÞv1  ð1 þ lðx; y2 ÞÞv2
which has 0’s in the last k  2 positions and ﬁrst two entries are 1 þ lðx; y1 Þpðxjy1 Þpðxjy1 Þ
and 1 þ lðx; y2 Þpðxjy2 Þ. We can do the same for the unprimed vectors. Now, the typical
case for the values of the likelihood pðxjyÞ is that there are k linearly independent vectors
with
dimðal Þ ¼ k ¼ dimðCðYÞÞ
which forces al ¼ CðYÞ. Thus, by allowing all k bets yi we usually get the conclusion of the
Freedman–Purves Theorem, regardless of the form of l.
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Thus, we see that the converse to the Freedman–Purves Theorem—l is the posterior
odds implies Dutch book i.e., a sequence of bets that are sure to bankrupt the bookie
eventually, cannot be made—is unproved and, in principle, may fail. Oversimplifying, we
have that not Bayes implies incoherent and so coherent implies Bayes, but it is not clear
that Bayes implies coherent or that incoherent implies not Bayes.
Since each bookie corresponds to a set of payoff functions we can distinguish two cases
of bookies. In case 1, which is typical, the set of payoff functions is the set of all functions.
In this case, Dutch book exists, we get incoherence, but the Freedman–Purves Theorem
does not formally say anything about whether the Bookie is Bayesian.
In case 2, which is not typical, the set of payoff functions is not the set of all functions. In
this case, the Freedman–Purves Theorem applies. Its content is that the bookie is Bayesian,
i.e., for any observation x and set of parameters A, he posts odds lðx; AÞ ¼
W ðAc jxÞ=W ðAjxÞ to 1 against the occurrence of A when x has occurred. Now, Dutch
book cannot be made, and we get coherence. The proof is that any system of bets has
expected payout zero, under the prior and this follows from the discussion in Freedman
and Purves (1969, p. 1179). It is seen that the bookies against whom Dutch book cannot be
made are topologically unusual in the set of all mathematically possible bookies and the
domain of application of the Freedman–Purves Theorem is to a relatively narrow class of
Bookies.
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7.2.2. Information boundedness
The central feature of the Bayesian paradigm is that inference is made from the posterior
distribution for the parameter given the data. This is possible as long as the data will
ultimately determine the inferences via the likelihood, not the prior—or else the prior
becomes the de facto likelihood. We propose a deﬁnition that will exploit the gap between
the ﬁnite sample Freedman–Purves Theorem and a notion of asymptotic coherency in
which data dependence in the prior drops out fast enough.
More formally, write wx ðyÞ to indicate a generic DDP and pðxjyÞ to be a generic
conditional density. For IID data xn , pðxn jyÞ concentrates at the true value yT , provided
the data really came from pðjyT Þ. What happens to wxn ðyÞ? If it concentrates at a different
value, say y then the posterior will put mass at 2 points—y and yT —a form of
inconsistency if y ayT . However, if y ¼ yT , then the prior is a likelihood and no longer
represents a separate source of information.
Intuitively, the Fisher information of a DDP prior should be smaller than the Fisher
information from the likelihood, and should go to zero, asymptotically. That is if
ð1=nÞI n;p ðyÞ is the Fisher information per data point for a data set of size n for the prior and
ð1=nÞI n;l ðyÞ is the Fisher information per data point for a data set of size n for the
likelihood we want not just I n;p ðyÞpI n; ðyÞ but also ð1=nÞI n;p ðyÞ ! 1. Consequently, we
propose an alternative, weaker criterion to ﬁnite sample coherency that permits DDPs.
Deﬁnition. A DDP wx ðyÞ is information bounded if and only if 9N so that for any given x
of any sample size,
Z
wx ðyÞ
wx ðyÞ log
dy
arg min
m
x
wðyjxm Þ
is achieved for some xm with moN.
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Note that the main quantity is a relative entropy. Thus, information boundedness means
that the minimal redundancy of coding with respect to wðyjxm Þ when wx ðyÞ is the source
achieved for bounded sample size. The content of the deﬁnition is that no matter how
much data is used in the DDP it never exhibits a level of concentration higher than could
be achieved with N data points. Equivalently, the posterior variance of the prior is
bounded away from zero.
If the prior depends on the data through a ﬁnite-dimensional statistic that converges to a
ﬁxed value in probability, information boundedness holds. That is, if wxn ðyÞ ¼ wT n ðyÞ and
T n ! t then wxn ðyÞ ! wt ðyÞ. So, if wt ðyÞ and the wT n ðyÞ’s are well deﬁned, the DDP is
information bounded. This may imply asymptotic coherency.
Clearly, information-bounded DDPs do not change the main asymptotic results of
consistency and asymptotic normality because their Fisher information goes to zero.
Moreover, it is clear that Eq. (3) in Freedman and Purves (1969), representing coherent
Bayesian odds, will hold in the limit of large n implying that some classes of DDPs will be
asymptotically coherent. The DDPs identiﬁed in empirical Bayes techniques, Reid et al.
(2002), Wasserman (2000), and Clarke and Yuan (2003) are information bounded.
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